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Abstract: We present here the synthesis of chiral BINOL-derived ([BINOL = 1,1'-bi-2-naphthol] bisamine and bispyridine-aldehyde building blocks that can be used for the self-assembly of novel chiral Fe^{3+}_{2}L_{3} cages when mixed with an iron(II) precursor. The properties of a series of chiral cages were studied by NMR and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, cold-spray ionization MS, and molecular modelling. Upon formation of the M_{2}L_{3} cages, the iron corners can adopt various isomeric forms: mer, fac-\Delta, or fac-\Lambda. We found that the coordination geometry around the metal centers in R-Chiral-1 and 2 were influenced by the chiral BINOL backbone only to a limited extent, as a mixture of cages was formed with fac and mer configurations at the iron corners. However, single cage species (fac-RR-Cage and fac-RS-Cage) that are enantiopure and highly symmetric were obtained by generating these chiral M_{2}L_{3} cages by using the bispyridine-aldehyde building blocks in combination with chiral amine moieties to form pyridylimine ligands for coordination to iron. Next to consistent NMR spectra, the CD spectra confirm the configurations fac-\{\Lambda,\Lambda\} and fac-\{\Delta,\Delta\} corresponding to RR- and RS-Cage, respectively.

Introduction

The field of self-assembled cages has been developing rapidly, and several applications have been explored, including catalysis.\(^{[1]}\) The use of metal–ligand coordination is particularly powerful for the generation of cages, as these interactions are directional and can be rather strong, yet sufficiently dynamic to allow the thermodynamically most stable species to be formed.\(^{[1e,f, 2]}\) The use of chiral cages for enantioselective catalysis, controlled by the second coordination sphere defined by the cage, is a virtually unexplored field. In fact, the number of chiral metalloccages is rather limited. In view of our interest in catalysis in confined spaces,\(^{[3–12]}\) which can result in unusual selectivity and activity,\(^{[16e,g, 2k, 13]}\) we were interested to learn whether specific reactions could be performed in an enantioselective fashion as a result of the fact that the reaction takes place in a chiral cage. Analysis of currently available chiral cages showed that such cages could be inherently chiral or could be chiral because of the application of chiral building blocks, that is, the vertices or the edges connecting coordination complexes. Raymond demonstrated that chiral cages could be prepared by the use of chiral templates, which could be displaced by non-chiral analogues after cage formation.\(^{[14]}\) If chiral cages are generated by using enantiopure building blocks, their effect on the coordination stereochemistry should be considered.\(^{[15]}\) This was thoroughly investigated by the Nitschke group, who introduced a very powerful subcomponent self-assembly strategy based on pyridylimine ligands.\(^{[16]}\) They reported that for some systems the stereoselectivity at the coordination complexes at the corners of their tetrahedral cage was controlled by stereochemical communication by the chirality at either the vertices or the ligands used for coordination.\(^{[17–19]}\) For example, during the formation of the coordination centers in Fe^{3+}_{3}L_{3} cages, additional chiral moieties were introduced to force the metal centers to adopt a single stereoisomer, which led to enantiopure cage structures. In some examples, the chirality of the cage remained even after exchange of the chiral auxiliaries by achiral analogues.\(^{[18]}\) This was the case only for cages that were relatively rigid, as racemization under ambient conditions was prevented. This method has been studied for M_{2}L_{3}-type cages by various groups, but for M_{3}L_{3}-type cages this method remains unexplored. The use of 1,1'-bi-2-naphthol (BINOL) as a chiral scaffold is interesting, as it has successfully been applied as a versatile chiral element in asymmetric catalysis, and as such, a diverse set of building blocks is available.\(^{[20]}\) BINOL-based building blocks have also been investigated as chiral units for the construction of supramolecular chiral structures.\(^{[21–26]}\) In this contribution, we report BINOL-based building blocks for the construction of Fe^{3+}_{3}L_{3}-type cages by using the typical Nitschke subcomponent self-assembly strategy. Various Fe^{3+}_{2}L_{3} cages were prepared, and within this series, the extent to which the chiral information at the BINOL building blocks...
could be transferred to the coordination centers was evaluated. We conclude that enantiopure single-isomer cages only form if, next to the BINOL building blocks, chiral amines are used to steer the chirality at the coordination complexes around iron.

Results and Discussion

We first designed and synthesized BINOL derivative R-Ligand 1, with two phenylamine terminating groups required for the coordination chemistry typically applied by Nitschke for the self-assembly of cages. R-Ligand 1 was synthesized from enantio-merically pure (R)-2,2’-bis(methoxymethoxy)-3,3’-diiodo-1,1’-binaphthalene (1) in four steps in 49% overall yield (Figure 1) and was fully characterized by NMR spectroscopy and HRMS. The S isomer was prepared by using a similar route.

Cage formation was achieved by mixing 2-formylpyridine, R-Ligand 1, and iron(II) bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide [Fe(NTf₂)₂] in a 6:3:2 ratio in dry acetonitrile under an atmosphere of nitrogen (Figure 2a). An intensely colored purple solution formed immediately, and after the mixture was heated at 65 °C for 12 h, an air-stable solid was isolated after precipitation by the addition of diethyl ether. The isolated solid was dark purple in color, which is in line with the formation of a charge-transfer complex typical for these types of low-spin FeII pyridylimine complexes. S-Cage 1 was obtained by using a similar method.

Cage formation was confirmed by a combination of spectroscopic techniques, including MS analysis and NMR spectroscopy. The 1H NMR signals are generally relative sharp, which is indicative of the formation of a well-defined discrete structure (Figure 2b). The signals for the BINOL core of the cage are shifted significantly relative to the corresponding signals for free R-Ligand 1. Indicative of the formation of an imine are the signals at approximately δ = 8.6–8.9 ppm (in the red dashed circle), which were assigned with the help of 2D 1H COSY NMR (see the Supporting Information, Figure S15). The presence of multiple imine signals suggests the formation of various cage isomers. The sizes of the cages in solution were determined by diffusion-ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY), displaying a narrow band around log D = −9.22 m² s⁻¹, which is in line with the formation of self-assembled cages that are 2.5 nm in size (Figure S59). This value is in agreement with the diameter of R-Cage 1 obtained by molecular modeling. As only one band is observed, the various cage isomers are of the same size, and this is further confirmed by cold-spray ionization (CSI) MS.

CSI-MS analysis of an acetonitrile solution of R-Cage 1 resulted in a clean spectrum (Figure 3) with a clear set of signals (charged states 2⁺, 3⁺, and 4⁺) belonging to the same species. These signals are consistent with the molecular weight of R-Cage 1 with different numbers of NTf₂⁻ counterions, as expected for these different charges. For each charged state, the experimental and simulated isotope pattern curves match perfectly (Figure S39), and this is displayed in the inset of Figure 3 for the 3⁺ charged species. Clearly, the experimental data are...
consistent with a cage structure with a molecular weight of 4036.6 Da, corresponding to the composition Fe₆L₃(NTf₂)₆.

Next, the chirality of cages R-Cage 1 and S-Cage 1 was studied by circular dichroism (CD). The spectra of the R and S isomers of the ligands as well as the cages are perfect mirror images (Figures S43 and S45), and therefore, only the R isomer is described in the following text. The CD spectra of both the ligand and the complex show split-type Cotton effects (Figure 4). Relative to the signals in the CD spectrum of R-Ligand 1 and S-Cage 1.

Ligand 1, those in the CD spectrum of R-Cage 1 are more intense as a result of the higher concentration of the chiral building block with significant signals at approximately \( \lambda = 240, 280, 320, \) and 350 nm, which can be attributed to the \( \pi-\pi^* \) transitions in the organic backbones, also corresponding to the bands observed in the UV/Vis spectra. The signal centered at \( \lambda = 320 \) nm is assigned to the \( \pi-\pi^* \) transition and is in line with the new absorbance band at \( \lambda = 280 \) nm in the UV/Vis spectrum. Importantly, there is no distinct signal in the CD spectrum of the cage in the region between \( \lambda = 500 \) and 600 nm, whereas the UV/Vis spectrum does not show a weak absorption as a result of a metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) band. As this MLCT band in the UV/Vis spectrum is attributed to the metal complexes of the cage and does not show a CD effect in this region, there is no overall chirality of the metal centers in the cage; this is in line with the NMR spectra and suggests that various isomers are formed.

Generally, these pyridylimine-based multicomponent octahedral coordination complexes can form with facial (fac) or meridional (mer) geometry in both the L and \( \Delta \) enantiomeric forms. For mononuclear complexes of this type, usually racemic mixtures of the fac and mer isomers form in ratios that depend on the substituents on the pyridine or amine derivatives. For cages that have two metal centers, in principle, complicated mixtures of cage isomers could form; however, the relatively simple \( ^1H \) NMR spectra suggest the presence of a limited number of isomers. For interpretation, the region of the \( ^1H \) NMR spectra in which the imine signals resonate is of particular interest, as the fac and mer conformations give distinctly different signals. The facial conformation is highly symmetric and, therefore, gives one singlet for the imine protons, whereas for the meridional coordination complex the imine protons reside in different chemical and magnetic environments and, as a result, produce three separate singlets. A mixture of cages with mer-(L,L), mer-(L,\( \Delta \)), and mer-(\( \Delta \),\( \Delta \)) configurations at the metal centers, therefore, should lead to 12 signals in the imine region. A mixture of cages with fac-(L,L), fac-(L,\( \Delta \)), and fac-(\( \Delta \),\( \Delta \)) configurations is expected to give four different signals, which is consistent with the experimental NMR spectrum. In line with this, molecular modeling of all different cages shows that cages with the mer configuration at either one of the metal centers result in structures with twisted ligands, which are higher in energy (Figure S50). As such, we prudently conclude that during the formation of the cage the chiral building blocks control the configuration but not the chirality at the metal coordination sites, as a mixture of cages with the fac-(L,L), fac-(L,\( \Delta \)), and fac-(\( \Delta \),\( \Delta \)) configurations is formed, in line with the reported examples.

As the chirality at the metal center is not influenced by the chirality of the BINOL moiety, we sought other ways to control the chirality eventually to form cages in enantiopure form. Several factors have been reported to affect the chirality of metal complexes in coordination cages, including the coordination preference of the metal, the geometric and steric properties of the ligands, and experimental conditions such as the metal-ligand ratio and concentration in the specific solution. The most direct way to the selective formation of either fac-(L) or fac-(\( \Delta \)) metal centers is by the introduction of chiral groups at the ligands close to the metal center. Therefore, we decided to design and synthesize R-Ligand 2 (Figure 5), also based on a BINOL core but with formylpyridine functional groups that would allow formation of chiral ligands after condensation with chiral amines. Both the R and S isomers of 2 were successfully synthesized through the coupling reaction between compound 3 and formylpyridine 5. The new building block was obtained in 56% yield and was fully characterized by a combination of techniques (Figures S7–S12).

We first studied cage formation by using achiral benzylamine (Figure 6a). A mixture of benzylamine, R-Ligand 2, and Fe(NTf₂)₃ in a 6:3:2 ratio in dry acetonitrile was stirred at 65 °C.
for 12 h under an inert atmosphere. After precipitation with diethyl ether, a dark-purple solid was collected by centrifugation. The compound was analyzed by CSI-MS and NMR spectroscopy, which confirmed the formation of $R$-Cage$_2$. The CSI mass spectrum displays signals at $m/z = 729$, 1065, and 1738, which is in line with the formation of $\text{Fe}^{2+}\text{L}_3(\text{NTf}_2)_4$ (Figure S40). Also, the NMR spectroscopy data ($^1$H NMR, DOSY) confirm the formation of $R$-Cage$_2$ (Figures S19 and S60). The presence of multiple imine signals and multiple sets of signals for the CH$_2$ group of benzylamine around $\delta = 5.5$ ppm reveals again the formation of a mixture of cages similar to $R$-Cage$_1$ (Figure 6b).

The CD spectra of acetonitrile solutions of 0.05 mM $R$-Ligand$_2$ and 0.05 mM $R$-Cage$_2$ were measured in a fashion similar to that of $R$-Ligand$_1$ and its cage (Figure 7). The signals of the cage are larger than those of the free ligand, for example, between $\lambda = 200$ and 300 nm, as a result of a higher concentration of the BINOL building block, as the $M_1L_3$ cage contains 3 equivalents. Comparing the spectra of the cage and ligand, the signals between $\lambda = 300$ and 400 nm are also slightly different in shape. Most importantly, there is a small positive signal centered at $\lambda = 550$ nm corresponding to the MLCT band of the iron complex, which suggests that in this cage the iron complex is not formed in racemic form. Apparently, there is some induction of chirality by the BINOL building block. The NMR spectra, however, show that various isomeric forms of the cage are formed and that they differ in coordination at the iron centers. Therefore, also for this cage, in the absence of chiral ligands around the iron center, the self-assembly does not lead to the formation of a single cage species in enantiopure form.

Next, we studied the formation of cages by using chiral amines as the second chiral component, generating systems in which the ligands around the iron complexes are also chiral. The self-assembled $RR$-Cage was formed by stirring $R$-Ligand$_2$ with $\text{Fe(NTf}_2)_2$ and (R)-$\alpha$-phenylethylamine (in a ratio of 3:2:6) in acetonitrile under an inert atmosphere, which immediately resulted in the formation of an intense purple solution. After stirring at 65 °C for 12 h, the cage was isolated as a precipitate after adding an excess amount of diethyl ether and was collected as a dark-purple solid. CSI-MS analysis confirmed the formation of the $RR$-Cage with predominant signals at $m/z = 1822$, 1121, and 771, which are in line with the predicted cage signals of charges $2^+$, $3^+$, and $4^+$ (Figure 8). The isotopic distribution for each charged state accurately matches the theoretical simulated spectrum (Figure S41). The molecular weight, as determined from the MS experiment, is 4204.8 Da, which is consistent with the expected formation of the $\text{Fe}^{2+}\text{L}_3(\text{NTf}_2)_4$ cage. The $RS$-Cage was prepared in a similar fashion, and the MS data are also identical (Figure S41). The $^1$H NMR spectra of both the $RR$ and $RS$-Cage (Figure 9a) also confirm the formation of the cages, as all signals of the protons of the BINOL cores and the formylpyridine rings are shifted with respect to the signals of the free building blocks. Importantly, for these cages the signals corresponding to the
The enantiomeric form of the BINOL building block were similarly simple and are only slightly different, as expected for diastereomeric compounds. For example, the signal of the imine proton is somewhat shifted, which indicates that these diastereoisomers have slightly different overall structures. Interestingly, the DOSY spectra show narrow bands for both RR-Cage and RS-Cage, and the small difference in diffusion indicates the small difference in size (log $D = -9.38$ and $-9.32$ m$^2$s$^{-1}$, respectively; Figures S61). In addition, in the NOESY spectra (Figures S28 and S32), cross peaks between protons of the phenyl rings of the amine and the formylpyridine rings are observed, and this is indicative of π-stacking interactions between these groups in both RR-Cage and RS-Cage, in line with the descriptions of reported analogues.[28, 30] The molecular models presented in Figure 9b also show that these groups are in close proximity. All data show that the use of chiral amines in the formation of these novel $M_nL_3$ self-assembled cages results in the formation of discrete, highly symmetric structures, with a single coordination mode around iron leading to a single cage species. The cages based on the $S$ enantiomeric form of the BINOL building block were also prepared, and they show similar spectroscopic data.

All four diastereomeric cages were studied by CD spectroscopy. The spectra of RR- and SS-Cage and those of RS- and SR-Cage are perfect mirror images, as expected for enantiomeric pairs (Figure 10). For clarity, we will focus here on RR- and RS-Cage. The CD signals between $\lambda = 220$ and $300$ nm correspond to the π–π* transitions of the organic backbones. The apparent opposite bands at $\lambda = 320$ and $370$ nm can be assigned to the presence of the chiral amines, as they are absent in the spectra of R-Cage2. Importantly, there are two clear bands at approximately $\lambda = 550$ and $600$ nm, which are in the MLCT area, in line with the formation of enantiopure iron complexes.[28] Also, this band shows a perfect mirror image for the two enantiomeric forms of the cage. This suggests that the complexes of one cage are of the same chirality, as if the two metal centers were formed in opposite configurations, the CD signals should cancel out. These CD spectra together with the highly symmetric NMR spectra, with a single signal for the imine, indicate that these cages form as single species in enantiopure form. Comparing the data of our new cages with those reported for monoiron(II) complexes,[27, 28] or the tetrahedral capsules of Nitschke[18] suggests that the chiral amine dictates the chirality at the metal center. If an (S)-amine is used for cage formation, the configuration can be assigned to fac-$\Delta$, and the use of the (R)-amine leads to the fac-$\Lambda$ configuration. In summary, diastereomeric RR-Cage forms as fac-($\Delta, \Delta$) and RS-Cage forms as fac-($\Lambda, \Lambda$).

Initial binding studies were performed to probe the properties of these new cages to act as host molecules. We explored various different guest molecules, including BINOL, limonene, and glucose. These compounds were previously demonstrated to bind into the Nitschke cages, although for the current experiments acetonitrile was used instead of water as the solvent. Unfortunately, none of the explored guests had significant affinity for the cages under these conditions (see the Supporting Information), which suggests that for the selective binding of guests with these cages we have to move to watersoluble analogues or install functional groups to provide complementary interactions with the potentials guests.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we prepared various BINOL-based building blocks for the subcomponent self-assembly of [Fe$_3L_3$]-typed cages. The amine-functionalized BINOL building block in com-
bination with 2-formylpyridine resulted in a mixture of [Fe$_2$L$_3$] cages, in which the iron complexes had a fac geometry. The isomers differed in chirality at the metal complexes, which showed that the chirality of the BINOL building block did not steer the chirality at the metal corners during cage formation. The same held true for cages that were constructed from the aldehyde-functionalized building blocks that were combined with achiral amines. Only if this building block was used in combination with a chiral amine did the subcomponent self-assembly result in enantiopure [Fe$_2$L$_3$] cages. These enantio-

pure subcomponent [Fe$_2$L$_3$] cages that contain chiral BINOL groups provide an interesting scaffold for cage-controlled enantioselective catalysis. Installation of catalyst function could be foreseen by the previously established template-ligand approach$^{[3,5,9]}$ or by converting the BINOL building blocks into a ligand scaffold, which in both cases would involve the preparation of new building blocks, as the BINOL groups in the current cages cannot be deprotected. Work along these lines is in progress in our laboratories.

### Experimental Section

#### General information

All reactions were performed under an atmosphere of N$_2$ by using standard Schlenk techniques unless otherwise stated. All reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemie and Fluorochem and were used without further purification. All solvents were distilled for UV/Vis spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu UV-2000 spectrophotometer in a 10 mm quartz cuvette. CD spectra were recorded with the Olis DSM 1000 CD instrument in a 10 mm quartz cuvette at an concentration of 0.05 m. UV-Vis spectra were recorded with a Shimadzu UV-2000 spectrophotometer in a 10 mm quartz cuvette. CD spectra were recorded with the Olis DSM 1000 CD instrument in a 10 mm quartz cuvette at a concentration of 0.05 mm.

#### Synthesis of the ligands

(R)- and (S)-2,2'-Bis(methoxymethoxy)-3,3'-diodo-1,1'-binaphthalene (1) and 2-(4-bromophenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane were synthesized according to reported methods.$^{[3,4,30]}$ and the spectroscopic data were similar to those reported in the literature. All S isomers were synthesized by using similar methods and showed similar properties.

#### Compound 2: This compound was synthesized according to a modified literature method.$^{[34]}$ Compound 2 (1.22 g, 2.16 mmol) was dissolved in methanol (20 mL) and then potassium carbonate (1.49 g, 10.8 mmol) was added. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 30 min, and the reaction was monitored by TLC. Upon completion of the reaction, potassium carbonate was removed by filtration. The filtrate was concentrated, and the crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (di-

chloromethane/hexanes = 2:1, v/v) to give 3 (0.87 g, 96%) as a white foam solid.

1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl$_3$, 298 K): $\delta$ = 8.20 (s, 2H), 7.83 (m, 2H), 7.43 (m, 2H), 7.31 (m, 2H), 7.19 (m, 2H), 5.08 (d, $J$ = 6.0 Hz, 2H), 4.89 (s, 2H), 3.33 (s, 2H), 2.53 ppm (s, 6H); $^{13}$C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl$_3$, 298 K): $\delta$ = 153.4, 135.4, 134.1, 130.2, 127.7, 127.6, 126.6, 125.9, 125.7, 116.4, 99.0, 81.7, 80.7, 56.2 ppm.

#### Compound 3: 4-Bromoaniline (1.72 g, 10.0 mmol), 2-(4-bromophenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane (1.41 g, 5.0 mmol), bis(triphenylphosphine) palladium chloride (0.18 g, 5.0 mol%), and potassium carbonate (4.15 g, 30.0 mmol) were transferred into a 200 mL Schlenk flask. Under a nitrogen atmosphere, toluene (100 mL) and H$_2$O (15 mL) were added, and the mixture was stirred at 90°C for 12 h. After cooling to room temperature, the organic layer was separated, and the aqueous layer was extracted with dichloromethane (100 mL). The combined organic layer was washed with brine and dried with anhydrous Na$_2$SO$_4$, and then the solvent was removed. The residue was purified by silica gel column chromatography (dichloromethane/hexanes = 2:1, v/v) to give 4 (0.81 g, 66%) as a yellow solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl$_3$, 298 K): $\delta$ = 7.50 (s, $J$ = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 7.38 (t, $J$ = 8.2 Hz, 4H), 6.78–6.71 ppm (m, 2H), 3.75 ppm (s, 2H); $^{13}$C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl$_3$): $\delta$ = 140.10, 131.81, 128.78, 128.07, 128.63, 130.42, 115.92 ppm; HRMS: m/z: calcd for [C$_{22}$H$_{18}$NBr]: 246.9997; found: 246.9993.

#### R-Ligand 1: A 50 mL Schlenk flask was charged with 3 (0.32 g, 0.76 mmol), 4 (0.38 g, 1.52 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine) palladium (44.0 mg, 5 mol%), and copper iodide (8.0 mg, 5 mol%). After degassing and backfilling with nitrogen (3 x), THF (10 mL) and Et$_3$N (10 mL) were injected into the flask. After stirring at 60°C for 24 h, the mixture was cooled to room temperature. The mixture was filtered through Celite, and thereafter the solvent was removed. The residue was purified by silica gel column chromatography (dichloromethane/ethyl acetate = 10:1, v/v) to give R-Ligand 1 (655 mg, 56%) as a brown foam. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD$_2$CN, 298 K): $\delta$ = 8.32 (d, $J$ = 0.7 Hz, 2H), 7.99–7.95 (m, 2H), 7.61 (s, 5H), 7.49 (dd, $J$ = 8.2, 6.8, 1.2 Hz, 2H), 7.47–7.42 (m, 4H), 7.34 (dd, $J$ = 8.3, 6.8, 1.3 Hz, 2H), 7.16 (dt, $J$ = 8.6, 0.9 Hz, 2H), 6.73 (d, $J$ = 8.6 Hz, 4H), 5.10 (d, $J$ = 5.9 Hz, 2H), 5.00 (d, $J$ = 5.8 Hz, 2H), 4.32 (s, 5H), 2.60 ppm (s, 6H); $^{13}$C NMR (100 MHz, CD$_2$CN, 298 K): $\delta$ = 153.1, 146.4, 141.3, 133.9, 133.8, 132.0, 128.0, 128.7, 127.3, 127.6, 126.3, 125.6, 120.9, 117.6, 99.0, 94.2, 86.9, 56.2 ppm; HRMS: m/z: calcd for [C$_{22}$H$_{18}$NBr]: 246.9997; found: 246.9993.

#### Compound 5: 5-Bromo-2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.62 g, 3.33 mmol), 2-(4-bromophenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolane (1.41 g, 5.0 mmol), Pd(dpdpfCl)$_2$ (0.14 g, 5.0 mol%); dpdpf = 1,1'-bis(diphenylphosphino)ferrocene, and potassium carbonate (4.15 g, 30.0 mmol) were added into a 200 mL Schlenk flask. Under a nitrogen atmosphere, dioxane (120 mL) and H$_2$O (15 mL) were added, and the mixture was stirred at 80°C for 24 h. After cooling to room temperature, the mixture was poured into dichloromethane (100 mL) and water (100 mL). The organic layer was sepa-
rated, and the aqueous layer was extracted with dichloromethane (3 × 100 mL). The combined organic layer was washed with brine (3 × 100 mL) and was then dried with anhydrous NaSO₄. The solvent was removed. The residue was purified by silica gel column chromatography (dichloromethane/ethyl acetate = 20:1, v/v) to give 5 (0.51 g, 58%) as a yellow solid. H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃, 298 K): δ = 7.40 (s, 1H), 7.33–7.28 (m, 5H), 7.27–7.21 (m, 4H), 7.19 (d, 8JH, 7H), 7.16 (d, 8JH, 7H), 7.09 (d, 8JH, 7H), 7.07 (d, 8JH, 7H), 7.06 (d, 8JH, 7H), 7.01 (d, 8JH, 7H), 6.97 (d, 8JH, 7H), 6.90 (d, 8JH, 7H), 6.87 (d, 8JH, 7H), 6.79 (d, 8JH, 7H), 6.76 (d, 8JH, 7H), 6.71 (d, 8JH, 7H), 5.39 (d, 8JH, 7H), 3.65 (d, 8JH, 7H), 2.55 (s, 18H), 2.10 (s, 18H). The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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